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Your Prediction
Reading Recommendations at 
the Saint Paul Public Library
Recommender systems
Chances are you have seen these in action: 
Recommender systems
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Recommender systems
Chances are you have seen these in action: 
Netflix
Amazon
MovieLens
GroupLens
MovieLens is...
● A community of 100,000+ movie enthusiasts.
● Using MovieLens since 1997 to:
○ Rate
○ Discuss
○ Tag
○ Maintain
○ Discover
MovieLens is...
● A research platform:
○ Surveys
○ HCI experiments
● Accumulated data used in 238+ academic 
publications
Where to go next?
● MovieLens users kept asking for a "BookLens"
● "When will you recommend books to us?"
Books weren't really done before
● MovieLens
○ 20,000,000 ratings
○ 15,000 movies
● Netflix
○ > 2,000,000,000 ratings
○ > 75,000 movies
● BookCrossing
○ Only available book data set
○ 1,000,000 ratings
○ 200,000 books
Lots of book communities
Lots of book communities
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What if everyone worked 
together?
● The goal of BookLens
● People can create a BookLens account
○ They can view their ratings and predictions with 
every web site or community
○ Not tied to a single community
● Sharing ratings gives better predictions
What if everyone worked 
together?
● Foster a sense of larger community
● Create relationships
● A great fit for the Twin Cities libraries
○ Patron cross-over
○ Work with local resources
Ratings in the Classic Catalog
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My Discoveries
My Discoveries
BookLens - Library User
Average rating if not logged in:
BookLens - Library User
Your rating, if logged in:
BookLens - Library User
Prediction, if logged in and item not rated by user:
BookLens - Library User
Recommended, similar books
BookLens - Library User
Recommended, similar books
Live demonstration
In the SPPL catalog:
http://aquabrowser.sppl.org
BookLens site:
https://booklens.umn.edu/
 
 
Behind the scenes
● How does it work?
1. Edit templates to add widgets
2. Use our web service directly
● What do you have to do?
○ Not much, hopefully!
How does it work?
Embed widgets in templates:
How does it work?
BookLens web service:
Recommending books
1. Find every book's similarity to every other book
● This takes a while for 500,000 books
● Only needs user ratings
● Other information can help
1. Measuring book similarity
Opuses
●  Combines publications of the same work
1. Measuring book similarity
Series and genres
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1. Measuring book similarity
Same author
Recommending books
2. A prediction for a book is a weighted average
● Combines user's ratings and item similarities
Recommending books
3. Combined with "baselines" as needed
● Compensates for sparse information
● Based on user's average and item's average rating
● Depends on number of ratings
What do you have to do?
● Integrate BookLens with your catalog site
○ One time only
○ Difficulty depends on catalog software
● Synchronize our book catalogs
○ Daily
○ Might already be doing it
○ We support MARC files
Future developments
Suggested book widget
Future developments
Expert recommendations from librarians
Conan the Librarian
Future developments
Working with other libraries!
Questions and Answers
How to get involved:
● booklens-team@cs.umn.edu
● mludwig@cs.umn.edu
● john.larson@ci.stpaul.mn.us
